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Introduction 
eCoRoWeb allows you to set up and consult the configuration of mobile devices with Aldea applications 

installed, such as VerticalMan or eCoRoApp. 

eCoRo Web consists of two components: 

1. The web application allow: 

a. Consult VerticalMan/eCoRo App versions installed on remote smartphone  

b. Manage App configuration 

c. Consult alarms report (non available in Lite version) 

d. Monitorare in tempo reale lo stato degli allarmi (non disponibile nella versione Lite) 

e. Configurare e consultare i giri di ronda (non disponibile nella versione Lite) 

 

2. RESTful services to allow remote apps to notify alarms and acquire configurations. 

The eCoRo Web application has several components that are activated depending on the license purchased 

by the customer, therefore not all of the following paragraphs are applicable to your installation. 

eCoRo Web is a multi-organization (company) that allows you to manage multiple companies with a single 

installation. The configurations for each company are therefore separated. 

Authentication 
To access the application, you need to authenticate. 

 

 

Figure 1- eCoRo Web Login 

 

 

 

There are four types of users: User; Power User; Administrator; Root 

Following the detail privileges for user type; the root user has the same privileges of Administrator but can 

operate on all companies. 
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Figure 2 – User privileges 

Change your password 
The logged in user can change their password by clicking on their name at the top right. 

 

The current password and the new password must be entered twice. 
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Devices list  
Brings a list with all the devices surveyed with different information: 

Id Unique identifier of the device, set in the App configuration 

Name Device name 

Group Membership group. A device can belong to any group to facilitate 
configuration management. For example, all electricians' devices could be 
associated with the group of the same name so that only one configuration 
could be managed for all electricians. 

Owner/Position Owner / location: field for the user to use to record information on the device. 

Version App version 

LastGetConfig Last configuration file version 

Config updated Yes if last configuration available is acquired from the remote device. 

InUse Yes if the App is running. Only a few apps notify that they have been launched. 

InUse 
Timestamp 

Launched timestamp 

License Device 
Id 

Device id used in the license 

License Id License Id 

 

 

Figure 3 – Devices list 
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App Configuration 
 

With configuration management, administrators can: 

1. Create a new configuration starting from an existing one (Copy) 

2. Edit a configuration with a powerful JSON file editor 

3. Delete a configuration other than the generic one (valid for all devices that do not have a 

specific one). 

4. Compare the specific configuration with the Generic one in order to verify the differences. 

 

Figure 4 – remote device configuration list  

For every configuration is possible to:  

Action Description 

Edit Editing configuration with json file editor. Each saving of the configuration involves 
saving the previous version 

Doc Export configuration in Excel with all keys descripted  

Download Download the configuration file 

Copy Copy the configuration to other device name or device group. 

Compare Compare configuration with the Generic 

Delete Delete the configuration 

Generalize Promote the configuration to a company Generic 

History Show configuration history 

 

 “Download All” download one zip with all configuration files to be able to save them as a backup. 
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Configuration hierarchy  
 

You can specify specific configurations for a single device, for a group of devices or generic for application. 

In the Device section it is possible to associate the single device to a group and then define the configuration 

of the latter. This function is particularly useful in the case of, for example, a group of operators (eg. 

Electricians branch 5) who must share the same configuration, but which is different from that of other 

company operators. 

 

Edit configuration 
 

With the Edit button it is possible to make changes to the configuration, be it generic, group or specific device. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Configuration edit  

On each configuration key there is help by hovering over it with the mouse. Furthermore, the keys that do 

not respect their constraints are also highlighted. Here too it is sufficient to move the mouse over the yellow 

triangle to get more information. 
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Figure 6 – Example of a key not respecting the constraints 

When the configuration is saved, the previous one is historicized so that it can be restored if necessary or in 

any case compared with the new one. 

Alarms Report 
The Alarms report function (Alarms in the top menu) allows you to consult the alarms that have occurred 

with all the associated information. The alarms of the last month are shown at the entrance, but it is possible 

to change the reference time interval. 

With the Export button it is possible to export all the data of the displayed table in pdf, CSV or Excel format. 

 

Figure 7 – alarm list – first part 

 

 

By scrolling to the right, you can see the additional columns if the installation requires it. In some cases it is 

not necessary to see indoor positions if not used. 
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Figure 8 – Alarm list – second part 

For indoor positions that have associated maps, they are displayed as a link (eg "sun" opens the image of 

the map associated with the WiFi sun position). 

Monitor  
To keep the alarm situation under constant control it is necessary to use the Monitor function. Basically it 

reports the same information as the Alarms report but is automatically updated and shows only the alarms 

of the day. 

Furthermore, if one of the alarms is in the ON condition and has not yet been silenced (Ack), an audible 

alarm is also raised which is silenced only if the alarms are acknowledged with the "Ack All" button. 

 

 

Figure 9 -  Alarm Monitor sample 

The alarms are displayed in red if they have the active condition, while the acoustic signal is silenced if the 

Status is set at least to ACK. 

 

When an alarm occurs, the page is automatically updated showing the information of the signal. 

To avoid losing the web session, a page refresh is also performed every 10 minutes. 
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If the "ERROR in WebSocket connection" message appears above the table, it means that the automatic 

page update service is not active on the server, in which case you need to immediately contact the system 

administrator. 

 

Alarm status 

Condition Status Alarm Sound Description 

ON ON Red Active 
The alarm is in progress and has not yet been acknowledged 
by the eCoRo Web operator 

ON ACK Red Disactive 
The alarm is in progress and has been acknowledged by the 
eCoRo Web operator 

OFF OFF Black Disactive The alarm is not in progress 

 

Indoor areas 
For installations that require the use of the IPS, administrators can access the configuration of the indoor 

areas. 

 

Figure 10- Indoor areas 

For each indoor area it is necessary to indicate an ID, a name and the beacon code or the BSSID of the WiFi 

access point. With the RSSI Minimum field, it is possible to calibrate how far the operator must approach the 

beacon or the Access Point, before this is acquired by the App. The value is expressed in inverse terms, 

therefore 100 means that the operator can be very far from the beacon, while a value close to 60 means that 

the operator is practically in the immediate vicinity. Zero means that the management of the Minimum RSSI 

is not active. 
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In the Description field it is possible to report the information to be displayed together with the indoor map, 

such as the instructions for reaching the area. 

Once the definition of the indoor areas has been completed, it is possible to assign them to the configurations 

of the VerticalMan or eCoRoApp devices (managed in the App Config) using the “Assign to Configuration” 

button.  

Through this function will be: 

1. Record the IPS beacon definitions in the ips_areas key and the WiFi definitions in the wifi_areas key 

in all VerticalMan configurations. 

2. Record the IPS descriptions in the ipsNote key in all eCoRoApp configurations. 

Ronda Web 
For customers who also have the Patrol section active, the Patrol menu will be visible with which to access 

the: configuration of the indoor areas, the definition of patrols and the consultation of the tours made. 

 

Patrol definition 
For each round of Ronda it is necessary to indicate the IPS points to visit and the possible order and the 

Minimum RSSI which may be different from round to round. By selecting the lap in the first table, the list of 

configured points is shown in the second. 

Once the definition of the tour has been completed, it must be assigned (via the Assign button) to the user 

of the operator who will carry out the tour. Each user can be associated with only one tour. 
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Patrol report 
Once the patrols have been carried out, you can consult those transmitted in the Patrol Report section which 

shows those of the last month. 

Incomplete ones are displayed in red, i.e. those for which not all the expected IPS points have been visited. 

Selecting the lap in the first table shows the details of the single points in the second. 
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Administration features 
Admin users can: manage users, define device groups and IPS points, as well as consult the activity log. 

Editing table data 
For administrative users it is possible to make changes to the tables, consequently the “New”, ”Edit”, 

”Delete” keys are visible, the last two require that a row be selected first to activate. 

 

User manager  
 

 

Figure 11 – Users list 

For the User tab, the encrypted password is shown; if you want to change it, type the new password in clear 

text and the system will think about encrypting it when saving. 

The users that will be created are those who will have access to the web console and those used to connect 

notifications from the App. 

 

Check availability updates 
With the Check for Update function it is checked if new updates are available both of the version of the Ecoro 

Web software and the definition of the apps of the app. For example, a new version of Verticalman is released 

which has an additional function that needs further keys for configuration; Until the definition of the keys 

will not be updated, it will not be possible to manage the new keys through ecorum web. 
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Restful server 
To be able to use eCoRo Web from remote devices it is sufficient to have the url, accessible from remote 

devices, of the installation of eCoRo and of the credentials (user and password). 

The configuration key must be set on the device for the first time: 

Key Value 

Web Configuration  Active 

Web Configuration URL http://<ecoro_server>/eCoRoWeb/restful 

Check update at App boot  Active 

 

You need to customize the url with your server name and with the user and application password created 

within the eCoRo Web console. It is possible to use the same user for these connections and not have 

different users per device. The user is only used to authenticate themselves to use the service, device 

identification is performed with the id field from the configuration of the mobile application. 
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GetConfig service 
The service allows remote devices to check and, if necessary, download the latest version of their 

configuration. 

The configuration files are stored in json format in the directory, indicated during the configuration phase by 

the administrator, in the ecoro.inc.php file. 

The files must have the name: 

Filename  Description Sample 

<application_name>.json Generic configuration for the 
application 

For application 
VerticalMan:  
VerticalMan.json 

<application_name>.json__GRP_<group_id> configuration for a group of 
devices 

For Group 1 (whose name 
is stored in the Device 
Groups table): 
VerticalMan.json.__GRP_1 

<application_name>.json.<device_id> configuration for a specific 
device 

For device with PO3 
identifier: 
VerticalMan.json.PO3 

 

If the device-specific configuration is present, it will be given priority over the group and generic 

configuration. 

The keys contained in the configurations depend on the application and its version. For a complete list of all 

the keys of all the Aldea Apps see: 

  https://www.aldea.it/ecorolite/configDoc.php?lang=en 

In the Aldea mobile application it is possible to export a configuration to the device file system so as to use it 

as a basis for the centralized ones. 
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